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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade there was a lot of works devoted to the extension to infinite 
dimensions of the classical results of Ehrenpreis and Malgrange on the 
convolution equations in Z’(P). This paper improves and partially unifies these 
works. 
Section 2 fixes the (classical) notations and Section 3 has a preparatory 
character. 
In Section 4 we prove the following: “Let E be a nuclear complex locally 
convex space and let ADub denote the inductive limit of the FrCchet spaces 
1 Financially supported by FINEP (Financiadora de Estudos e Projetos) and FAPESP (Funda&o 
de Amparo & Pesquisa do Estado de %o Paulo), Brazil. 
2 Partial financial support given by FAPESP. 
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Hb(Ev) (of the holomorphic functions of bounded type on the normed space 
Ev) where I/ ranges over a basis of convex balanced neighborhoods of 0 in E. 
Then every non-zero convolution operator in yP,b(E) is surjective. See also 
results of Dwyer [5], [6], [7]. 
In Section 5 we prove results on surjectivity of convolution operators in some 
topological vector subspaces of (Z(E), ro), where E ranges over a wide class of 
locally convex spaces. This result generalizes results of Boland [2], Berner [l], 
and Matos [12]. 
We compare these two types of surjectivity results in Section 6 and we prove 
that they are different. 
The most important concept in the proof of the above results is that of 
“uniform holomorphy” introduced by Nachbin [14]. In spaces of uniform 
holomorphic functions the problem reduces to show that the convolution 
operators factor in the same way as the holomorphic functions and then one 
may apply known results. This technique has already been used by Matos [12] 
and Berner [l], however a lot of important cases were not covered by their 
works. The concept of uniform holomorphy which is essentially a factorization 
technique appears in many other proofs in infinite dimensional holomorphy, 
see Dineen [4] for example. 
This research was realized during the period August-October, 1978, when 
J.F. Colombeau was a visiting professor at the Universidade Estadual de 
Campinas (UNICAMP). The authors thank P.J. Boland and S. Dineen for 
helpful suggestions. 
2. NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
We use the classical notations of the theory of infinite dimensional holo- 
morphic functions. All the vector spaces considered here are complex. 
If E is a locally convex space, E’ denotes its continuous dual and CS(E) 
denotes the family of ,a11 continuous seminorms on E. The vector space of all 
entire functions on E equipped with the compact-open topology to is denoted by 
X(E). We use the notation P(E) for the space of all continuous polynomials on 
E. We say that a holomorphic function on E is of uniform type if there is a 
convex balanced open neighborhood V of the origin in E such that f is 
continuous on E for the seminormed topology due to the gauge of V. We 
denote by Xu(E) the vector space of all holomorphic functions of uniform type 
on E. If p E C’S(E), we denote by EP the normed space (E,p)/ker(p), where 
(E,p) is the vector space E seminormed by p. We indicate by ip the canonical 
quotient mapping. Thusfis in S(E) if and only if there arep in CS(E) and fp in 
X(EP) such that f =fpoip. 
Let E be a normed space. #b(E) denotes the vector space of all entire 
functions of bounded type (i.e., bounded over the bounded subsets of E) with 
the locally convex topology of the uniform convergence on the bounded subsets 
of E. 
If E is a locally convex space we say that an entire function is of bounded 
uniform type if there are p E CS(E) and fp E Xj,(EJ such that f =fpo ip. We 
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denote by zUb(E) the vector space of all entire functions of bounded uniform 
type equipped with the locally convex inductive limit topology of the topologies 
of the spaces &(Ep), p E CS(E). 
We also use the concept of a bornological vector space. A bornological vector 
space is an algebraic injective inductive limit of a family of normed spaces 
(Ei)i,l. We say that B is a bounded (respectively, strict compact) subset of E if it 
is contained and bounded (respectively, compact) in some Ei. For more details 
on the theory of bornology see Hogbe-Nlend [lo] and [l 11. We denote by E* 
the vector space of all linear forms on E which are bounded over the bounded 
subsets of E. 
If E is a bornological vector space we say that a complex function on it is 
Silva-holomorphic if its restriction to each E; is holomorphic for the normed 
topology of Ei. We denote by J%(E) the vector space of all Silva-holomorphic 
functions on E endowed with the locally convex topology of the uniform 
convergence on the strict compact subsets of E. 
A bornological vector space is nuclear if it may be represented by 
E = l@i,IEi where the spaces Ei are Banach spaces such that for every iE I 
there is j E Z such that Ei C Ej and the corresponding injection is nuclear. 
Let E=@i,rE~ be a bornological vector space. We denote by %s the family 
of all subsets B of E such that B is a closed convex balanced bounded subset of 
some E;, i E I. If E is a locally convex space and we consider the Von Neumann 
bornology on E, then @,s is considered as the family of all closed convex 
balanced bounded subsets of E. If BE %AE, EB denotes the vector span of B 
normed by the gauge of B. 
If E is a normed space we denote by F,v(~E) the space of the nuclear m- 
homogeneous polynomials on E. We recall that the space A%,(E) of all entire 
functions on E of nuclear bounded type is the space of all entire functionsfon 
E such that for every m E N, @f(O) E Y,v( “E) and 
rfiiftmm ~/(m!)-ldmf(0)~I~m=O 
(where // lI,v is the nuclear norm on YN(~E)). &w(E) is a Frechet space for the 
topology defined by all the seminorms 
Ilfll~~= io(m!)VL lIPf@ll~(e)-~, e>o, e~iR. 
For more details see Gupta [8] and [9]. 
3. NUCLEAR SPACES AND HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
The aim of this Section is to prove Proposition 3.3 which is used in Section 4. 
3.1. LEMMA. If El and E2 are two normed spaces with a linear nuclear 
mapping j from El into E2, if f E 2%(E2), then foj E Ifb(El). Moreover, the 
mapping 




PROOF. By a suitable choice of norms in El and E2 we may assume 
j(x) = i fLx~(x)yn 
n=1 
with C~EllAnl~l, IIxkll~;~l, lly,II,~<l for each n=l,2,... . Hence 
(*I -$ am(foj)(0)(xl, . . . , xm) 
**a Aq,6~f(O)yq, **-yqmX~l(X1) l’*x;,(xm). 
By the Cauchy’s inequalities we have: 
for every m E N and r > 0, where 
M(r)=sup {If(z Il+z~~~- 





I c Momm p.ql *se /lqml 
N 4k rmm! 
M(r) mm 
<--for every 00. - 
rm m! 
It follows that 
lim II - -!- ~“(f.0(0) m-cc ml /I 
I/m 
se for every r>O 
N r 
Thus this limit is zero and it follows that 
lim 
II 
1 Jm(foj)(0) 1’m= 0. m+m m! II N 
Thus f 0 j E ZN&!?I). From the above inequalities we get 
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Since 
lim m-m e2 
it follows that there is C&o) > 0 such that 
for each eo>O with Qo>ee2. Thus v/ is continuous. 
3.2. DEFINITION. A function f from a locally convex space E into c is said 
to be in the so-denoted space Zu~b(E) if there are p E CS(E) and fP E A%b(EJ 
such thatf=fpo iP where ip is the natural quotient mapping from E onto Ep. We 
call the elements of IyLpu&E) entire functions of uniform nuclear bounded type. 
It is easy to see that 2YUNb(E) is the algebraic inductive limit of the spaces 
l&b(EJ with p E U(E). The natural topology on 2YUNb(E) is the locally convex 
inductive limit topology of the natural topologies of the spaces .Y&b(Ep), 
p E CL?(E). It is obvious that the inclusion mapping from JYUNb(E) into #V?&!?) is 
continuous. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. If E is a nuclear locally convex space, then we have the 
algebraic and topological equality Xujvb(E) = &Tub(E). 
PROOF. First we prove that the algebraic inclusion of 2?ub(E) into .YFujvb(E) is 
true. Iffis in Z&(E), there arep E CS(E) andfp E z$(EP) such thatf=f,o ip. By 
the structure of a nuclear locally convex space there is q E C’S(E) such that the 
canonical mapping j : E, -+Ep is nuclear. By Lemma 3.1 we havefpoj E z&b(&) 
and f E dVu,w(E). We alSO have 
v/ : -fb(&) ++ 2%‘b(Eq) 
g-goj 
continuous. It fOllOWS that the natUral Impping from J?b(Ep) into &%Nb(E) is 
continuous for every p E CS(E). Thus the inclusion mapping from Xub(E) into 
Yhb(E) is continuous. 
4. CONVOLUTION OPERATORS IN ,rub(E) 
Let E be a locally convex space. If p E CS(E), as in Section 3 we denote by ip 
the natural continuous linear mapping from E on to Ep. We indicate by 1, the 
continuous linear one-to-one mapping 
1, : x?vb(Ep) -+ 2’?uNb(E) 
4.1. DEFINITION. A convolution operator in Y,Nb(E) is a linear continuous 
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mapping 0 from XU~~(E) into itself such that @(rJ) = r,( fly) for each a in E 
and every f in JY~A&?Z). We recall that (r&(x) =f(x- a) for every x in E. 
4.2. DEFINITION. If T is in ZLM(E) and fes,,~~,(E) the convolution 
product of T and f, denoted by T *f, is defined by (T * f)(x) = T(z-xf) for 
every x in E. 
4.3. LEMMA. If f E XN~(EJ for some p E CS(E) and if TE flub(E) then 
T * (Ipcf)) = T * (fo ip) is in &(&%b(&)). 
PROOF. We call Tp= To I,,. Thus Tp E .%%(Ep). If f E Zvb(Ep), we know 
that Tp *f E i%Nb(&). (See Gupta [6]). Now, if XE E 
T *dfoiJ =(Tp *f)“ip=Ip(Tp *f)Elp(~Nb(&)). 
4.4. COROLLARY. If f E YuNb(E) and TE A@,,,%(E), then 
T * f E zuNb(E). 
4.5. DEFINITION. Let d denote the vector space of all convolution 
operators in Zu~b(E). We define a mapping y from JY into LVLN~(E) by 
(yO)(f) = (@f)(O) for every 0 E d and each f in &N~(E). 
4.6. LEMMA. y is a vector space isomorphism between ti and XLN~(E). 
PROOF. We show the existence of a linear inverse mapping of y. For T in 
Z’*,V~(E) and f in G’F~N~(E) we set [y’(T)](f) = T *f. First we show that y’(T) E d. 
By Corollary 4.4 y’(T) is a linear mapping from Zu~b(E) into itself. In order to 
show that it is continuous, it is enough to show that y’(T) 0 IP is continuous from 
XN~(E~) into Xu~b(E). We denote (as in the proof of Lemma 4.3) Tp= ToI,. 
Then y’(T) olP=lPo y’(TJ (see the final identities in the proof of Lemma 4.3). 
But from [8] we know that y’(TJ is continuous from s&(E~) into itself. Hence 
y’(T) 01~=1~0 y’(TJ is continuous from &%(Ep) into XUNb(E). Now we must 
see that y’( T)(z&) = r&‘( T)f) for every a in E and f in zuNb(E). But this is very 
easy. It is also easy to verify that y’ is the inverse mapping of y. 
4.7. REMARK. If TE 3%Du~b(E) we denote y’(T) by T *. The motivation for 
this notation lies in the proof of the preceding Lemma. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Each non-zero convolution operator in JY~N~(E) is 
surjective. 
PROOF. Let d E 4 0 #O, and let g be in i&N@). By Lemma 4.6 let 
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TE zYuNb(E) be such that T * = 0. Since g E YUNt@) there is p in C’s(E) such that 
gE~p(A%b(Ep)), i.e., there is g, E 2&(Ep) with &(g,) =g. We may choose 
p E CS(E) such that 0p = 0 0 Ip is non-zero. If we take Tp = To I,, we have a non- 
zero operator Tp * on S%b(Ep) since opp= I,o(T, *) is non-zero and 1, iS one-to- 
one. From [6] there is an f E #,,b(Ep) such that T, *f = g,. Now I,(T, *f) = 
Ii&d = g. But 
Wdf )) = T * (Mf )) = T *(f o 4J = [ho (TP *Mf) 
by the final identity in the proof of Lemma 4.6. Hence 0(1,(f)) =g. 
4.9. THEOREM. Let E be a nuclear locally convex space. Then each non-zero 
convolution operator on flub(E) is surjective. 
PROOF. Apply Proposition 4.8 and Proposition 3.3. 
If E= C’, with I an arbitrary set, then jY:Nb(E) is algebraically isomorphic to 
@CI). We denote by rl the locally convex topology on ;ip(C’) which is the 
inductive limit of the topologies of 2(CJ), J a finite subset of 1, through the 
mappings 
IJ : ?(a=J) + i?(a=‘) 
with yI=x; if ie J and y;= 0 if ieJ. Then xuNb(@q is algebraically and 
topologically isomorphic to (3ie(C1), r~). Thus we have: 
4.10. COROLLARY. If E is a locally convex space with the weak topology, 
then every non-zero convolution operator on (Y(E), r/) is surjective. 
4.11. PROPOSITION. Let d be a convolution operator on Xur\ib(E). Then 
each solution in Xu,a(E) of the homogeneous equation Of = 0 can be approxi- 
mated in the topology of XU&E) by a sequence of solutions of the same 
equation belonging to the subspace of 2U&??) generated by all functions of the 
type P&J, where v, EEI and P = Ip(Q) with Q E YN(~EJ for some rn in N and 
some p in U(E). 
PROOF. Let f be a solution in XuNb(E) of the homogeneous equation @f = 0. 
There is p in CS(E) such that for some fp E 2%b(Ep) we have Ipup) =f. Let 
TE Z’LN~(E) be such that 0 = T *. Thus Ip(Tp * fp) = T * (fpo ip) = T * (Ipcfp)) = 
T *f = 0. Let Yp be the subspace of &‘$,y,(Ep) generated by all functions of the 
form Qev, with Q E YN(~E~) for some m in N and w E (Ep)‘. There is a sequence 
C&h E N of elements of 5“’ such that T, *gj= 0 and converging to fp in the 
topology of .2@b(Ep). Thus (Zp(gj))j converges to Ipdfp) =f in the topology of 
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XU~b(E) and we have: T * (Zp&)) = T * (g/O ip) = Zp( Tp * gj) = Zp(0) = 0, i.e., Z&j) 
is a solution of the homogeneous equation 0” = 0. It is clear that Z&j) is in the 
subspace of %&b(E) described in the statement of the Theorem. 
As for Proposition 4.8 we get the following results: 
4.12. THEOREM. If E is a nuclear locally convex space and 0 is a 
convolution operator on ~&?), then every solution in 3%Uub(E) of the homo- 
geneous equation @f =0 may be approximated in the topology of 3%Uub(E) by 
solutions of the same equation belonging to the subspace of 2&b(E) generated 
by all functions of the type Pep with ~1 EE’ and P=Z,(Q), Q in ~‘N(~EJ for 
some p in CS(E) and n in N. 
There is an obvious corollary related to the case E equal to a weak locally 
convex space. 
5. CONVOLUTION OPERATORS IN A SUBSPACE OF .Y’(/Z) 
In this section F denotes a locally convex inductive limit of an inductive 
family (Ni, no)i,je:l of nuclear Frechet spaces Ni, iEZ. The natural linear 
mapping from Ni into F is denoted by n;. Let 9 be the family of all subsets B of 
F such that there are ieZ and B;E gN; such that ni(Z?i) = B. Then $? defines a 
bornology on F. This bornology coincides with the Von Neumann bornology if 
F is a YVS space, i.e., a strict inductive limit of a countable family of Frechet 
spaces. 
In this section E denotes a complex vector space in separating duality with F. 
We consider E endowed with the locally convex topology obtained by polarity 
from g, i.e., a basis of neighborhoods of 0 in E is obtained by taking the polars 
of the elements of 97. 
5.1. EXAMPLES 
1) Any weak locally convex topology on E. In this case the bornology defined 
by %? is the finite dimensional bornology, i.e., a subset B of F is in g if it is 
contained and bounded in some finite dimensional subspace of F. In this 
case we may identify (F, 3) with C=(I). 
2) With the usual notations of the finite dimensional case, we may take E in 
separating duality with one of the following spaces endowed with their usual 
bornologies: F= 9(Q), &(a), Y’(lRm), C=“, z(Q) and X’(K). 
3) E may be any nuclear Silva space, any strong dual of an 99 space (for 
instance: 9’(Q)), any dense subspace of these spaces with the induced 
topology. 
Let iEZ, B; E gNp B = ni(B;) E g. We have the following commutative 
diagram of continuous linear mappings: 
inclusion 
FE-F 
T .i n, T 111 
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Thus, by transposition, we may take 
where (Ni)’ denotes the strong dual of Ni. 
5.2. DEFINITION. We say that fe X(E) is in the subspace Yf(E) of Y?(E) df 
as a subscript stands for “factorizable”) if there are i in Zandfi in Y((Ni)‘) such 
that fro%i=f. 
In section 6 we prove that in general H”(E) is a proper subspace of Y(E). 
Now we state a few results which will be proved in the end of this section. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. When the mappings Xi, iEZ, are injective, we have 
Y(E) c JfudE) c y/“f(E) C A(E) C Y(E). 
Let 0 be a convolution operator in X(E), i.e., B is a continuous linear 
mapping from X(E) into itself such that @(zJ) = ra( 0(f)) for all a in E and f in 
~U3. 
5.4. THEOREM. If 0 f 0, then @(J@(E)) = $‘f(E). 
5.5. THEOREM. If all the xi, i E Z, are injective and if f is a solution of the 
homogeneous equation Of = 0 in -J@(E), then f is the limit for the topology of 
X(E) of a sequence of solutions of the same equation in the vector subspace of 
zf(E) generated by all functions of the form Pep, where PE Y(“E) for some 
REM andp)EF. 
5.6. SPECIALCASES 
1) If all the xi, icZ, are injective, it follows from Proposition 5.3 that Theorem 
5.4 gives: for each f E Y&,(E) there is g E 3%;(E) such that Bg =J 
2) We point out that in the following three cases %j(E) = &f(E) and in these 
cases the results on convolution operators had been previously proved by 
Matos [12], Boland [2] and Berner [l]. 
a) E is a weak locally convex space. 
b) E is a nuclear Silva space. 
c) E is a strong dual of a strict countable inductive limit of nuclear Frtchet 
spaces. (See Dineen [4], page 472, for the proof that A?(E) = Xf(E)). 
3) There are some interesting spaces E for which X”(E) is a proper subspace of 
z(E) (see section 6) and where we may apply Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 
5.5. In particular if E is any vector subspace of a nuclear Silva space, or of a 
strong dual of a countable inductive limit of nuclear Frechet spaces (in 
particular E may be a dense vector subspace of 9’(Q)) with the induced 
topology. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.3. The inclusion of #f(E) into Xu(E) will be a 
consequence of Proposition 6.1, Section 6. Thus we only have to prove the 
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inclusion of X&5’) into J@(E). We have the following commutative diagram: 
[(A$)B~]‘= (FE)’ since rci is injective by hypothesis. We note that s is surjective and 
Z is injective. We recall that B = ni(Bi) and Bi E 9:~~. It is possible to choose 
Bi E 99’~~ in such a way that (M)B~ is a Hilbert space (this is possible because A$ is 
nuclear Frechet and its Von Neumann bornology is nuclear ([lo] and [16]), 
hence it admits a basis of bounded sets B; such that (Ni)Bi is a Hilbert space). 
Now we prove that rjo %i(E) is dense in (FE)‘: let x be an element of (FE)” = FE 
vanishing on the vector subspace fjo ‘ni(E); since the duality between E and F is 
separating we have nioj(x) = 0; since ni is injective, j(x) = 0 and x = 0. Given fin 
J&(E) we can find BE S? with the above properties and such that: if I/= B” and 
me in], llfIlmv=SUP {IfW : t E rn V} < +w. We claim that there is a holo- 
morphic function 
1: E/ker(‘jo’ni)+C 
such that f =fos. It is enough to show that f(x) =f(u) if S(X) =s(y). $x-y) = 0 
implies that rjo “/li(X -y) = 0. Hence for each z in NE,= FE we have 
(x--y)(rrioj(z))=O. Thus x-~E(FB)OCE and, since x=y on FB, the set 
{px+ (1 --~)JJ; ,U E c} is contained in m I’ for some m in n\l. The entire function 
,UE c+f(,~x+(l -,u)Y)E~ is bounded on C, hence it is constant. If we take 
p = 0 and ,D = 1 weget f(x) =f(u). No? we claim that there is a unique holo- 
morphic function f on (FE)’ such that f oZ=f. This follows from the facts that 
the image of Z is dense in (FE)’ and that f is bounded on every bounded subset of 
its domain of definition for the normed topology induced by (FLI)’ through I. 
Now we take f^=jo ‘j which is holomorphic on (Ni)‘. We have fo 'n;=f and 
f E 8N.9. 
5.7. LEMMA. Let 0 be a convolution operator on 8(E). Then there is Tin 
X’(E) such that 0 = T*. Reciprocally, for each TE X”(E) b= T* is a 
convolution operator (here (T * f)(x) = T(T-,J) for all x in E and f in X(E)). 
The proof is in Boland [3], page 47. 
5.8. DEFINITION. If TE A“‘(E) and i E Z we define 
T: : s’Y[(N;)‘] + C 
f-t T:(f) = T(f 0 ‘xi). 
5.9. LEMMA. If TE X’(E) and ieZ, then T$E Z’[(Ni)‘]. 
PROOF. Given TE X’(E) there are C>O and KCE compact such that 
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j Tcf)l I C iif 11~ for each fin Z(E). Thus 
for each g in Z(N;)‘. Since %i is continuous, %i(K) is compact in (Ni)‘. 
5.10: LEMMA. The following diagram is commutative: 
PROOF. If x E (Ni)’ we have (27 *g)(x) = T$(r -Xg). Thus for every y E E 
[(T: *g) O ‘n&Y) = T::(z -tn,(yg) = T[(z-fqCy)g) o 5-&] 
= T[r-y(go?G)] = [T*(go’ni)]Q)* 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.4. Since 9”(E) is dense in Z(E), a non-zero 
convolution operator 0 on X(E) is non-zero on .F(E)cYf(E). Let f be an 
element of yi”f(E) and let p E l@(E) be such that By, + 0. Let i E I be such that pi 
and h are in X((Ni)‘). Let b’= T: * be the corresponding convolution operator 
on X((Ni)‘). We have for each x in E that [O”(~;)](‘~~(x))=(T~*cp~)(5-ci(x))= 
(T * p)(x) = [@(p)](x). Thus @(pi) f 0. By a result of Boland [2], the operator 0’ 
is surjective and there is g in ?((Ni)‘) such that 0’(g) =fi. We take h =go ‘rci~ 
Z,,(E). It is clear that [0’(g)] 0 ‘n;=fio ‘n;=J Thus as we saw above, 
[O’(g)] 0 In;= O(h) since hi= g. Hence b(h) = f. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.5. If a(f) = 0 for somefe Zf(E), let i E I be such that 
fi E X((Ni)‘). With the notation of the preceding proof we have 0”dfi) = 0. In 
fact: [ a’(&] 0 %i= 0(f) = 0 and ‘ni(E) is dense in (Ni)’ since rr; is injective. (If 
‘n;(E) were not dense in (Ni)’ there would be x E (N$” = Ni such that x= 0 on 
’ r( > i E and X# 0 on (N;)‘. Hence we would have ni(x) = 0 and x# 0. Since xi is 
injective this is not possible). Now, by a result of Boland 121, there is a 
sequence (gJnE N of elements of the vector subspace of X((Ni)‘) generated by all 
functions of the form Pep with P E Y( “(N;)‘) for some m E N and p E (Ni)” = Ni, 
with the following properties: /P’(g,) = 0 for every it and (gJnE N converges tofi 
in P((Nr)‘). If we take fn = g,o ‘rcni, we have (fn)n E N converging to f in X(E) and 
O(fn) =0 for each n. Moreover each fn belongs to the subspace of IQ(E) 
described in the statement of th. 5.5. 
6. SOME COMPARISON RESULTS 
6.1. PROPOSITION. If E is a 29rn space (strong dual of a Frechet Monte1 
space), then jr(E) = flu(E). 
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PROOF. Let f be an element of X(E) and let (K,,)nE~ be an increasing 
sequence of balanced convex compact subsets of E such that every compact 
subset of E is contained in some Kn. By the continuity off and the compactness 
of K, we have: 
(I) For every q E /r4 - (0) there is a ‘neighborhood V,,. of 0 in E such that for 
eachx andy in Kn withy-xE Vq,n, we have If(x)-ftj)jsq-‘. 
Since E is a strong dual of a FrCchet space, we can find &, &, n with ,u~, n > 0 and 
v=nq,npq,nvqVq,n a neighborhood of 0 in E. From (I) it follows that f is 
continuous from the seminormed space EV into C. 
6.2. PROPOSITION. There is a dense topological vector subspace E of a 
nuclear Silva space ,!? such that Xf(E) 5 X*(E). 
PROOF. We have @‘f(E)C sfu(E) as it is shown in Proposition 5.3 via the 
result of Proposition 6.1. We are going to construct a function f e Xu(E) such 
that it is impossible to find g E &D(8) satisfying g 1 E=f. It is clear that this 
implies f $ Yf(E). Let G be a complex Banach space and F a dense subspace of 
G. Now we consider fo E Z(F), x E G and x $ F, (x&~ N a sequence of elements 
of F converging to x in G and such that lim 1 f(x,JI = +m (see [19], pages 89 in 
order to find an example of this situation). We consider yn =x,, -x and we may 
suppose that /I yn II 5 e-2”. Let Kl be I-r, { yn} = T{ yn} in G and let v, be a function 
of i?4 into [l, 3/2] CR such that ~(0) = 1, cp(n + 1) >p(n) for every n in N. For 
each n and ,u in N we consider A’;: = e”“@). Thus for every fixed ,D E i?4 
defines a rapidly decreasing sequence in R. Let Kp be T/{A{yn} in G. Since 
11 Aiyn I/ I en@@) -2) and P(U) E [l, 3/2], the sequence (A{Y,,),,~ N is rapidly 
decreasing in G. Since At< 1:’ ’ we have K,, c Kp + 1. Thus @$y& is a rapidly 
decreasing sequence in the Banach space GK~+ 1 (note that I/ Agyn 11 Go+ I 
/l{/A$“). Hence the injection GK~GGK~+, is nuclear (see [16]). Thus 9, the 
locally convex inductive limit of the Banach spaces GK~, ,u E R\i, is a nuclear Silva 
space. Adding if necessary a one dimensional subspace to Y we may assume 
that x E Y. Let Y be the vector subspace Y fl F of 9. Let B be the closure of Y 
in Y. Thus g is a nuclear Silva space. Since BcF we define f =foi 97 The 
intersection of the unit ball of G with Y is a convex balanced bornivorous 
subset of Y. Thus it is a neighborhood of 0 in Y (9 is a Silva space) and its 
intersection with F is a neighborhood of 0 in 9 for the induced topology by Y. 
Thus, since fo E 2(F), we have f E X( y”3 (9 with the topology induced by Y). 
Nowyn=y,+xisin BnF=9foreveryn~N~Sincex~Gandy,-+Oin Y’,it 
follows that xn +x in K Since / f(xn)l = I fo(xn)I + + 03 it is impossible to find 
g E .Z(Y!+ such that g I Y= f. Hence we take E = F in order to get our result. 
6.3. PROBLEM. Is it possible to find a complex nuclear Silva space F and an 
f E AD(F) = Xu(F) (Prop. 6.1) with f $ iPub( 
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We are going to compare the results on the surjectivity of convolution 
operators. We need some definitions and results. 
6.4. DEFINITION. Let E be a complex bornological vector space. Exps(E) is 
the vector subspace of X$(E) formed by all functions f such that for each 
BE 9~ we have f j Eg an entire function of exponential type, i.e., there are 
Cr 0, Q 2 0 depending on B such that 
If(x)1 5 Ce@ iM5 
for every x E EB. 
6.5. DEFINITION. Let E be a complex locally convex space. Exp(E) is the 
vector subspace of Z(E) formed by all functions f such that there are Cz 0 and 
p E CS(E) satisfying /f(x)/ I CeP@) for every x in E. 
6.6. DEFINITION. If TE YLM,(E), its Fourier transform .FT is given by 
ST(~) = T(e@) for every v, EE’. If we consider on E’ the equicontinuous 
bornology we may verify immediately that YTE #&E’). Thus we have the 
mapping 
T-t bT 
6.7. PROPOSITION. If E is a locally convex space and E’ is endowed with the 
equicontinuous bornology, then 9 is an algebraic isomorphism between 
.ZLm(E) and Exps(E’). 
PROOF. Let p be in CS(E) and iP: E-+E, the canonical surjective mapping. 
We consider also the transpose ‘iP of iP. We have the mapping 
1, : 2%!b(Ep)+ xuNb(E) 
f+&(f) =fob 
and its transpose ‘lP. Let T be an element of ZL,w(E). Then ‘lP( T) = To Ip is in 
.A%b(EJ. Hence rm) (Fourier Bore1 transform of ‘Z,, as in [8]) is in Exp((EJ). 
Now if r E $(EJ, there is ,u e (EJ such that 5 =,u 0 ip. Thus 
‘Z%(p) = ‘I,(T)(e@) = T(l,(ep)) = T(efl”‘p) = T(et) = (BT)(r). 
This holds for every p in CS(E). Hence STE Exps(E’). Conversely, let U be in 
Exps(E). Thus for every p in CS(E), if V is the p-ball of center 0 and radius 1, 
we have UI (E’)voE Exp((E’)vo). Thus Uo ‘ip is in Exp((E,)‘). By [6] there is 
Tp E J&(EP) such that pP = uo ‘ip. Hence T,(efl) = (Uo tip)(u) = U( ‘i&p)) for 
every p E (E,,)‘. If Vi c VZ are the pi-ball and the pz-ball of centers 0 and radii 1 
we have a natural continuous linear mapping ii2 from Ep, into Ep2 such that 
ipz=i~20ip,. Thus we have the continuous mapping r21(v))=v)oi12 from 
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%%(Epz) into J&Y,(E~,). Therefore Tp2(~) = Tp,@z~(v))) for p E &%(Ep2) since: 
Tp2 (er> = W Qp2 (O), Tp, (e r0i9= U(‘i,,(roilz)= U(~~i120ip,) 
= UK0 id = Wb,(O) for t E Ed’, and (6 t E G2)1) 
is dense in 2’%(Ep2). Now we define T from ZUNb(E) into C by T(f) = Tp(fp) if 
f = fpo ip with fp E &%b(Ep). By the above remarks it follows that TE fl!Nb(E) 
and BT=U. 
Let G be a nuclear, reflexive, dual nuclear locally convex space (examples: 
G= 9(Q), C@‘(Q), 8(Q), a’(Q) with QC IR” open, G= Y(IR”), etc.). Let 
E= G x Glp where Gb is the dual of G with the strong topology &E’, E). 
Relatively to the Von Neumann bornologies we have E'= G'p x G. Let f be the 
function from E’ into C given by f(x',x) =x’(x). If E is infinite dimensional we 
have f E Exps(E’) but f gExp(E’). As a particular case we consider the case 
G=@“‘l. Thus E=CNxC(') and E’=CtN)xCN. Thus we may apply to E’ the 
results of Section 5 since E' is the inductive limit of the nuclear Frechet spaces 
G”x @“‘I as n+oo. The convolution operators on Ye(E) form a vector space 
isomorphic to S?(E) which is isomorphic to Exp(E’) via the Fourier Bore1 
transform. By Proposition 6.7 the convolution operators on Xu,w(E) form a 
vector space isomorphic to ZLjvb(E) which is isomorphic to Exps(E’). Since 
Exp(E’)~Exps(E’) there are more convolution operators on ZuNb(E) than on 
8~9. 
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ADDED IN PROOF. Pb. 6.3 was solved by Jorge Mujica who proved 
.X(F) = .&,b(F). Other results and applications are in a forthcoming paper by 
Mujica et al. 
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